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**What Is Time-Out?**

Time-out is a form of discipline that can be effective in reducing challenging behaviors in young children. The term “time-out” is short for “time out from positive reinforcement.” The strategy is similar to an extended form of selectively ignoring disruptive behavior. Children are removed for a brief time from all sources of reinforcement (e.g., teacher and peer attention) following serious challenging behavior. Usually this strategy requires that a child be removed from an ongoing activity for a brief time, typically by having the child sit on the outside of the activity within the classroom until the child calms down and is ready to rejoin the activity and try again. Time-out is intended to be a nonviolent response to conflict that stops the conflict, protects the victim, and provides a “cooling-off” period for the child.

Time-out is only effective when used in the context of a comprehensive approach to behavior support that is designed to teach, nurture, and encourage positive social behaviors. Time-out should be used only by well-trained teachers and caregivers when less intrusive discipline procedures have been tried and deemed unsuccessful and only in combination with positive procedures designed to teach new skills and prevent challenging behaviors from occurring (please refer to other CSEFEL What Works Briefs for effective practices for preventing behavior problems). Effective management of behavior should always start with praise and encouragement for prosocial behaviors and self-regulation and be accompanied by distraction, redirection, withdrawal of attention, and logical and natural consequences.

This Brief provides an overview of a comprehensive approach to supporting children’s behavior and discusses the role of time-out in the context of a comprehensive approach. Although time-out has been demonstrated to be effective in some situations, it should not be overused and should be reserved for high-intensity behaviors such as aggression toward peers and adults and destructive behavior. Because of a lack of evidence to support its use with very young children as well as the research on the social-emotional development of very young children, the use of time-out with infants and young toddlers is not recommended.
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A Comprehensive, Positive Approach to Behavior Support for Preschool Children

Serious challenging behaviors that may benefit from the use of time-out include aggression, destruction of property, and noncompliance. Time-out is one option to include in a comprehensive approach for addressing these serious challenging behaviors when less intrusive methods are unsuccessful. A comprehensive, positive approach should include the following:

1. **Building Positive Relationships.**
   It is critically important that every child feels valued by the adults in the classroom. A caring relationship between the adult and the child serves as a foundation for teaching behavior expectations and social skills. Adults must be generous with their approval of the child, providing positive feedback to the child and building an affectionate relationship. When children feel liked and valued by adults, they are more motivated to seek adult attention in positive ways and accept adult guidance. Children who have positive and caring relationships with their caregivers are able to acquire the skills and understanding they need to regulate their emotions and behavior.

2. **Using Classroom Preventive Practices.**
   Providing children with structure and guidance for appropriate behavior can minimize problem behavior. Preventive practices such as organized play environments, predictable activities, planned transitions, appropriate materials, opportunities for choice, and adult support for peer interactions minimize the likelihood that children will engage in problem behavior.

3. **Teaching Social Skills.**
   For many young children, a group care setting is their first experience with a large group of same-age peers. The opportunity to play and work with a group of children also brings challenges related to social problem solving, friendship development, conflict resolution, and the expression of emotions. It is important to provide children with explicit and repeated instruction on the social and emotional skills needed for social competence. Effective teaching includes careful planning, the provision of multiple meaningful learning opportunities, promoting prosocial behavior, and the use of guidance procedures such as redirection and planned ignoring to assist children as they navigate the development of social relationships with peers and adults in the classroom.

4. **Individualizing Behavior Intervention Efforts.**
   Young children may engage in a variety of problem behaviors such as hitting, biting, and hair pulling. For many young children, these behaviors are developmentally expected and serve as opportunities for the adult to guide the child to learn the appropriate behavior for a specific situation. For example, the toddler who bites to get a toy can be told, “Biting hurts, ask to play.” Based on observations of the child, adults examine the context of the behavior to determine how to intervene. In this manner, the intervention is designed based on the unique, individualized needs of that child. The intervention can also be used when the child engages in persistent problem behavior that is not developmentally expected (for example, a 3-year-old who is aggressive to get toys or objects or a 4-year-old who cries and whines for adult attention). By understanding and recognizing the purpose or function of the problem behavior, a teacher can select an appropriate intervention strategy. The teacher may initiate this process based on his or her observations of and interactions with the child. When the behavior persists, the intervention planning process should include not only the teacher or caregiver but also the family, program administrator, and mental health consultant when possible.

5. **Teaching Children Replacement Skills.**
   Children who use problem behavior to get their needs met are often missing important social or communication skills. Individual intervention efforts should be developed based on an understanding of the behavior and the identification of the skills that the child needs to learn. Once the team has identified what to teach the child, a behavior support plan can be designed that includes prevention strategies that minimize the child’s continuing use of the problem behavior, instructional strategies to teach new skills, and responses to the behavior that ensure that the problem behavior does not give the child access to his or her desired outcome.

6. **Providing Specialized Services.**
   Children with severe, persistent behavior challenges may need assessment and support from other professionals (e.g., mental health, special education, or medical consultants) who can team with the early educator in the provision of comprehensive interventions and support to the child and family. In these situations, services may need to extend beyond the early childhood program and include support to the family within the home and community. The early educator should work collaboratively as a team member with other professionals in the design, implementation, and ongoing evaluation of specialized services and supports.
7. **Involving Families.**

Programs should provide information to families about the classroom discipline plan, including the details of how and when time-out will be used for aggressive behavior. If time-out is being considered for a child, the child’s parents should be consulted. The family should agree that the challenging behaviors are serious and that time-out is appropriate before the procedure is used. The team, including a mental health consultant when possible, should work with the parents to identify strategies for use at home.

### When to Include Time-Out to Address Challenging Behavior

When the strategies described above are in place, time-out may be used to intervene with a child who does not respond to redirection or the teacher’s guidance to follow behavior expectations. If the child is not responsive to the teacher and is engaging in problem behavior that is disruptive to the classroom or hurtful to other children, time-out can provide the child with a chance to calm down. Once the child is calm, the teacher should address the behavior with the child (e.g., talk about the problem situation, restate behavior expectations, explore problem-solving options). Time-out may also become a planned procedure for removing a child from engaging in problem behavior that serves the purpose of gaining the teacher’s or peers’ attention. For example, if a child destroys other children’s materials or activities to gain access to teacher attention, a time-out may be used to remove the child from any attention paired with teaching the child to request attention in an appropriate manner. Time-out can also serve as an effective strategy for interrupting the problem behavior and providing the child with a structure for calming down, expressing feelings (e.g., “I am angry—I want a turn with the dump truck”), and deciding on a social problem-solving strategy. Time-out should not be used if the child is engaging in problem behavior to get out of an activity or to move away from adults or peers. If time-out follows problem behavior that serves the purpose of escaping activities or interactions that the child finds unpleasant or boring, providing the child with a time-out could serve to strengthen the problem behavior.

### Planning for the Use of Time-Out

- As discussed above, before using time-out, there should be evidence that the challenging behaviors have not improved even when high-quality preventive and proactive practices have been implemented. In these cases, teachers, in collaboration with families and mental health consultants, should carefully observe and document that the challenging behaviors are a serious concern. The child’s aggressive or disruptive behaviors should be recorded in a way that documents when, where, and with whom they occur (e.g., at transition or unstructured times). Observational data also should be used to document that time-out is leading to intended outcomes (reductions in challenging behaviors).

Consider the following example:

Jeremy is a child who is prone to aggression. His teacher describes him as having a short fuse and lacking play skills, particularly how to join and play with peers. The teacher has developed a strategy for teaching Jeremy friendship skills and is working with him on a daily basis to promote his skill development. However, sometimes Jeremy still has incidents that are harmful to other children. For example, Jeremy was playing alone with blocks. He saw three children having a great time playing with the train set across the classroom. He walked over to them and grabbed a train. When the children objected and called for the teacher’s assistance, Jeremy kicked the train track and hit one of the children. The teacher moved over quickly and said, “What is the problem over here?” Jeremy continued to hit and kick the other children. While the teaching assistant attended to the hurt child, the teacher guided Jeremy to the time-out area to calm down. Once he was calm, she asked him whether he was ready to join the other children. Next she modeled and practiced with Jeremy how he could ask to join the other children in their play and provided support and encouragement when he used his words to join the other children in their play.
Teachers should have extensive training in this procedure and should be given opportunities to practice how, when, and where they will use time-out. Every teacher should have a choreographed, well-understood sequence of events. Time-out should occur within the classroom environment and should be closely monitored.

Teachers should involve the support of a mental health consultant, behavioral consultant, or an administrator to help with determining when time-out will be used, how it fits with the overall behavior support plan for the individual child, and how its use will be monitored.

It is important for teachers to provide guidance on the best way for children to help their friends when they are in time-out. The teacher could say, “The best way we can help our friends calm down when in time-out is to leave them alone and get on with our play. As soon as our friends come back to playing, we can have fun with them.”

When it is agreed that time-out should be used, the following steps should be followed:

1. Describe the challenging behaviors so that all staff know exactly what behaviors should result in time-out. Young and preverbal children frequently engage in mild pushing or aggressive behaviors. These mild aggressive behaviors can usually be handled with a redirect or a prompt by the teacher for the children to use their words. Time-out should be reserved for the highly aggressive acts, and teachers should agree on what their threshold for these behaviors will be and when the behaviors will result in a time-out. In addition, alternative prosocial behaviors should be specified that can be taught and encouraged in place of the challenging behaviors. These alternative behaviors should be taught and encouraged throughout the day at times when the problem behavior is not occurring.

2. When the challenging behavior occurs, provide a very brief explanation (such as “You cannot hit your friends, so you need to sit in time-out until you’re calm.”) and immediately guide the child to sit in a chair. Do not interact with the child, either positively or negatively, while the child is in time-out. Time-out should be carried out by teachers in a calm, respectful, nonangry, nonstigmatizing way.

3. Time-out is brief, usually 3 to 4 minutes. However, some children will take longer to calm down than others, and individual differences should be respected. Time-out needs to be monitored carefully and ended by the teacher once the child has calmed down. Children quickly learn that time-out will be over as soon as they calm down and are ready to re-join the ongoing classroom activity. This practice can help children develop self-calming behaviors.

4. Time-out provides the child with a chance to try again. That is, children are given an opportunity to reengage in the activity from which they were removed and thus learn a more adaptive, prosocial method of dealing with the difficulty or conflict they were experiencing.

5. Remember that time-out is only effective if it is used infrequently. Alternatives to time-out should be used whenever possible. For instance, when a serious challenging behavior occurs, teachers might interrupt the behavior and redirect the child to a more appropriate way of interacting or to another activity.

6. If a classroom activity is not rewarding to the child or if a lesson is too difficult, the child may display disruptive behavior that leads to time-out. Remember, it is “time-out from positive reinforcement,” and some children may behave in ways to avoid certain activities and go to time-out instead. If the challenging behavior persists, particularly around certain activities or settings, the child may be avoiding those activities by going to time-out.

7. If the challenging behaviors persist despite considerable encouragement for prosocial behaviors and use of time-out, observe the child again to determine what is maintaining the aggressive or disruptive behavior. Evaluate the plan to be sure the child is not getting attention from other adults or peers for misbehavior and determine whether a more meaningful reinforcement system is needed to motivate the child to use more appropriate behaviors.
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Example: Kara is a 4-year-old child enrolled in a community preschool program. She has difficulty when playing with peers that includes knocking over block structures, grabbing dress-up clothes from peers, hitting children who are in centers with her, and hitting children on the playground. When an adult intervenes, she hits and pinches the adult and becomes even more aggressive. The classroom team members have talked with the family, and they all think that Kara engages in these behaviors to get the attention of the adults in the classroom or to gain a preferred toy. They are trying to give Kara more attention when she is behaving appropriately and are teaching her to ask to play with a toy, to wait her turn for an item, or to ask an adult for help. Meanwhile, there are occasions when Kara continues to engage in the behavior, and the adults feel that Kara needs to be removed from the situation to calm down and remember the expectations of the classroom. The classroom team members, in consultation with their director and mental health consultant as well as Kara’s family, have decided to use time-out to guide Kara to a chair to calm down when she is aggressive. Kara’s teacher reminds Kara each morning that she should ask for toys or ask an adult to help her. Kara has also been told that when she hits or kicks, she will have to go to the thinking chair to calm down and remember the classroom rules.

The next day, Kara kicked over a child’s block construction. The teacher approached her, and Kara kicked the teacher and grabbed another child. The teacher stated firmly, “Kara, you may not kick. You need to sit in the thinking chair and calm down.” Kara was guided to a chair in the classroom and told to sit down. The teacher then set a timer for 3 minutes, during which she minimized conversation and attention to Kara by moving away from Kara and not talking with her. When the timer rang, the teacher moved over to Kara and calmly said, “You are calm now. You may go play with your friends. Let’s practice what you say to a friend when you want to play with them. You can say, ‘Can I play with you?’” Kara’s teacher then walks over with Kara and prompts her use of asking skills and praises her enthusiastically when she remembers to ask to play instead of grabbing.

**Indications That There Is a Problem with the Use of Time-Out**

It is important to recognize that time-out can be overused or used incorrectly. In such cases, it is very important that teachers and all other personnel be sensitive to the signs of trouble. The following are indications that time-out is not working and may be creating problems and a negative atmosphere in the classroom:

- Teachers are threatening children with “time-out” if they do not behave.
- Certain children are repeatedly in time-out, day after day for long periods of time. If the challenging behavior continues to persist, a new behavior support plan should be developed. Some children with persistent challenging behavior may require additional assessment and support services or mental health consultation to fully address their needs.
- Time-out is being used when the teacher wants a break from the child.
- Children are teasing the child when he or she is in time-out.
- Time-out is used as the only approach to dealing with problem behaviors, rather than as a strategy used in conjunction with many other classroom management strategies (e.g., praise, ignoring, redirection).
- Teachers engage in a physical struggle to guide the child to time-out or hold the child in the time-out chair.
- Placing a child in time-out is accompanied by scolding or berating the child.
Where Do I Find More Information on Implementing This Practice?

See the CSEFEL Web site (http://csefel.uiuc.edu) for additional resources including numerous other What Works Briefs on related topics.

Practical information on prevention strategies and strategies for addressing problem behavior can be found in journals such as Young Children. See the following articles and books for how and when to use time-out appropriately:
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What Is the Scientific Basis for This Practice?

For those wishing to explore this topic further, the following researchers have studied time-out:
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